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Taking Advantage  of the Moment !
Propelling yourself into Greatness !

MOMENTUM98 Natural Health Store
3509 N. High St.,Columbus, Oh 43214  - 614 262-7087

 Open  10-7 M-F  (Summer hours 10-8), 9-6 Sat, 12-6 Sun

 

RRRRRelax Felax Felax Felax Felax Far Infrar Infrar Infrar Infrar Infrararararared Saunaed Saunaed Saunaed Saunaed Sauna

Unique double FIR Radiator that
generates 100% far infrared Light

“I cannot believe how good it feels in 30 seconds”“I cannot believe how good it feels in 30 seconds”“I cannot believe how good it feels in 30 seconds”“I cannot believe how good it feels in 30 seconds”“I cannot believe how good it feels in 30 seconds”
Far Infrared Energy has over 60 years of research

on its benefits for all sorts of conditions.
Feeling Better !

Detoxing Heavy Metals.
Getting rid of Inflammation

Overcoming Chronic Pain, Arthritis, Fibromyalgia & more !

www.MOMENTUM98.MOMENTUM98.MOMENTUM98.MOMENTUM98.MOMENTUM98.com

FREE 5 minuteFREE 5 minuteFREE 5 minuteFREE 5 minuteFREE 5 minute
treatmenttreatmenttreatmenttreatmenttreatment
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The Relax Sauna stands Heads and Shoulders
above all other portable or wooden Saunas

Find out Why !  Pick up our 24 page booklet on the Relax Sauna & our 4-page testimonial sheet at
our booth.  The Relax Sauna is the only portable sauna that generates 95-99% FIR Energy, and that
is why the radiant light feels so much better.  You can feel the difference. We use a patented semi-
conductor chip (right) that filters out all non-healing energies.   The Relax Sauna radiator is listed
with the FDA as a medical device.

PürBlack Shilajit Resin from Adaptive Energy is a new class of
superfoods called Biogenic Catalysts, which naturally assist your body

Shilajit Resin is prized by many cultures for its healing and ejuvenative properites.  The Resin is
naturally made beneath mountains from prehistoric plant and marine life by microorganisms.  As
Tetonic plates slightly move during summer months Shilajit Resin oozes out of mountain crevices.

The Relax Sauna is the pinnacle of all the products we have ever
sold which can improve the quality of your health and your life!
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MOMENTUM98.com
we have over 300

video testimonies on the
Relax Sauna.   go to:

www.momentum98.com/youtube.html


